EXTENSION OF MAINTENANCE DREDGING PERMIT

APPLICANT: City of Santa Barbara
Attn: Dave Myerson
P. O. Drawer P-P
Santa Barbara, California 93102

AREA, TYPE LAND AND LOCATION:
Granted, mineral reservation lands in Santa Barbara Harbor, Santa Barbara County.

LAND USE:
Dredge a maximum 309,300 cubic yards of material to maintain a navigable depth at Santa Barbara Harbor. The material will be removed from five major areas as follows: Marina 1 fairway (17,000 cu. yds.); mooring area (40,000 cu. yds.); skiff mooring area (800 cu. yds.); small boat sailing area (250,000 cu yds.); and north perimeters of marinas 2, 3 and 4 (1,500 cu. yds.).

The material is to be used for beach replenishment at Leadbetter Beach and East Beach. Testing and approval by the Regional Water Quality Control Board and the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers has indicated the material is suitable for beach replenishment.

TERMS OF THE ORIGINAL PERMIT:
Initial Period: One year beginning September 1, 1989.

Royalty: No charge because the project is for public benefit.
TERMS OF THE PROPOSED PERMIT:

The discharge of material onto Leadbetter Beach and East Beach will be allowed only from September 1 to March 1 to preclude impacts to spawning California Grunion.

Royalty: No royalty for material used for beach replenishment.

$0.25 per cubic yard for material sold or used for private benefit.

STATUTORY AND OTHER REFERENCES:
A. P.R.C.: Div. 6, Parts 1 and 2; Div. 13.
B. Cal. Code Regs.: Title 2, Div. 3; Title 14, Div. 6.

AB 884: 11/30/90.

OTHER PERTINENT INFORMATION:
1. The extension of the term of the existing permit is being requested to coincide with the term of the permit issued by the California Coastal Commission.

2. The California Coastal Commission (CCC), a "functional equivalent agency" under Section 21080.5 of the CEQA has:
   a. served as the lead agency under CEQA;
   b. considered the project described herein; and
   c. found that the project, as proposed, will not have a significant effect on the environment, under Section 15252 of the CEQA Guidelines. The State Lands Commission may use the environmental analysis made by the CCC in its consideration of this project.
APPROVALS OBTAINED:
United States Army Corps of Engineers,
California Coastal Commission, and Regional
Water Quality Control Board.

EXHIBIT: A. Vicinity and Site Map.

IT IS RECOMMENDED THAT THE COMMISSION:

1. FIND THAT THE CALIFORNIA COASTAL COMMISSION, A FUNCTIONAL
   EQUIVALENT AGENCY UNDER SECTION 21080.5 OF THE CEQA, HAS
   CONSIDERED THE PROPOSED PROJECT AND DETERMINED THAT THE
   PROJECT, AS PROPOSED, WILL NOT HAVE A SIGNIFICANT EFFECT ON
   THE ENVIRONMENT.

2. FIND THAT THE COMMISSION HAS CONSIDERED THE INFORMATION
   CONTAINED IN THE ENVIRONMENTAL ANALYSIS PREPARED BY THE
   C.C.C. AND CONCURS WITH THE CONCLUSIONS AND FINDINGS
   CONTAINED THEREIN, 14 CAL. CODE REGS., SECTION 15253.

3. AUTHORIZE STAFF TO ISSUE TO THE CITY OF SANTA BARBARA THE
   DREDGING PERMIT AMENDMENT ON FILE IN THE OFFICE OF THE
   STATE LANDS COMMISSION. THE PERMIT AMENDMENT SHALL ALLOW
   DREDGING A MAXIMUM VOLUME OF 309,300 CUBIC YARDS OF
   MATERIAL FROM SANTA BARBARA HARBOR, SANTA BARBARA COUNTY,
   FROM SEPTEMBER 1, 1990 THROUGH APRIL 13, 1995. THE
   MATERIAL WILL BE USED FOR BEACH REPLACEMENT AT LEADBETTER
   BEACH AND EAST BEACH BETWEEN EACH SEPTEMBER 1 AND MARCH 1
   PERIOD. NO ROYALTY SHALL BE CHARGED FOR MATERIAL DISPOSED
   OF AS APPROVED. THE PERMITTED ACTIVITY IS CONTINGENT UPON
   THE APPLICANT'S COMPLIANCE WITH APPLICABLE PERMITS ISSUED
   BY FEDERAL, STATE AND LOCAL GOVERNMENT AGENCIES.
EXHIBIT "A"
APPLICATION FOR:
MAINTENANCE DREDGING
PERMIT
CITY OF SANTA BARBARA
PRC 6620
SANTA BARBARA HARBOR
SANTA BARBARA COUNTY.